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instruct:Ilona experience which allows student teachers to practice

responding to classroom problems under supervision. Sound motion 4

Classroom simulation, as developed by Xersh (1961; 1963a) is on

pictures, multiple projection techniques and printed materials are

employed tar siuulate a single sixth grade class in a variety of proble-

:satin eire-ations in a laboratory training facility.

As used currently, the simulation technique requires a student

teacher (T) to respond to each problem sequence without explicit guidance.

T is rot prompted by the experimenter (E) with any principles of

teaching or specific hints on how to behave, to guide his overt re-

sponding. In effect, a "learning by discovery" method is relied upon

to help T develop modes of operation within certain behavioral limits-

tions, and to teach T how to identify relevant cues that indicate pro-

blems in the classroom. Because the length of time required for

instruction is long, it is difficult to provide individualised instruc-

tion formate than 30 student teachers per term.

A. probleu of instruction is to adequately provide forms of prompting

which shortcut or do may with the need for trial and error learning,

and hence increase learning efficiency without reducing transfer.

Withholding principles in order that learners may "discover" for them-

selves, actually may reduce performance, increase the time required for

learning, and decrease affectivIty toward the learning experience

(Wittrock, 1963; Twelker, /964114. Further, attempts to introduce princi-

1
Revision of a paper originally read at the American Aucational

ReseardhAssocietions Chicago, Vebruary, 1966k
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plea thrOugii feedback after a time of independent discovery by the

learners, Ili cattpared with giving principles directly to learners, devoid

of discovery activities, may result in decreased motivation to learn new

subject matter (PweIker, 1964b).

In simulation traininn, two times of prompts may be appropriate:

(1) problem classification prompts that help T identify the problem,

and (2) principle or standard prompts that help T identify appropriate

responses from a number of alternative responses. In other words, these

prompts might cure T to the essential features of the situation which

represent a problem to which he must respond, as well as guide Vs overt

response behavior. The main purpose of the project was to investigate

espirlaally the effects of these two types of prompts on learning and

transfer when college students are taught how to respond to problems

of management and communication in a classroom simulation-facility.

The prompts used were general rather than specific. Studies that

have varied the specificity of promos have generally found that presenting

rules to learners enhances learning, retention, and transfer of learned

principles to a greater extent than presenting specific answers to

problems (Fittell, 1957; Forgue and Schwartz, 1957; Craig, 1956;

Wtttrock, 1963; Wittrock and Twelker, 1964a; 1964b; Twalker 1964e;

1964b). Specific prompta might aid the etudent in making correct respon3es

during learning, but might be inappropriate in a testing situation that

requires a different answer.

Objectives

Prom the reasoning mentioned above, the following hypotheses were

tested:

(1). Learners who are given 'general information that helpe

identify *bat -type of problem In to be responded to
(classification prompts), will take fever trials to learn,
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and will score higher on a transfer test than learners who

are not given these prompts.

(2) Learners who ara given information that helps identify appro

priate responses (standard prompts), will take fewer trials to

learn, and will score higher on a test of transfer than learners

*re not given these prompts.

Ptecedute

1,.....mkstaLkelLim. A twofactor design with matched groups

xBxL desin, Lladquiat, 1953) was used to study the two types of

PrOMPO-4 Al pretest was aged as the control variable, Subjects were

blocked into six levels, and randomly assigned to the various A "B

combinations within each level. The four treatment groups were:

(1) Standard given; classification given

(2) Standard not given; classification given

(3) Stendsr4 given; classification not given

(4) Standard not given; classification not given,

A control group was given the prep ant', post test without simulation

training to assess extraneous sources o2 infigence that way have caused

changes during simulation training, i.e., ongoing course of instruction.

Eightriatne junior level college students were given

simulation training with existing materials developed by Kereh (1963b).

The step:sects ware all under 25 years af age, and had no previous

teaching experience.

Materials and Procedure. Simulation training involved four phases:

(2) orientation; (2) pretesting; (3) instruction; and (4) post testing,
;

The orientation phaoe introduced ul.Mr. Land's Sixth Grade to T. Among

otbAr things, Ts were responsible for learning the name et the children

and the ;Important cizaatateristics of each child in terms of class role,

acad emic and special problem areas,

r7.1174/17
_



The pretest was administered to Ts in email groups. Ts were

requested to write 'their reeponeec to each of 20 filmed problem sequences.

Inter-rater reliability between four instructors was shown to be .94.

Simulation training employed 20 problem sequences. In brief, the

experimenter exploited the Petting of the problem sequence to T. The

filmed problem sequence was then presented and T was requested to enact

his response to the problem. E compared T's response with pre-established

standards and on this basis, selected and projected feedback Sequences.

Each sequence was repeated until. T responded appropriately. After

each presentation of a problem and feedback sequence, E and T

discussed the experience. 12 withheld direct guidance and forced

T to evaluate his performance on the basis of past knowledge, the

feedback sequence, supporting records presented during the orien-

tation phase of training, and prompts given, if any. At this time,

E rated T's assessment of the problem. The simulated problem was

repeated until T could verbalize all the'cues that identified the

problem.' Reliability between the four instructors for the rating

of the responses and the asssaement of the problems was Shawn to

be .07 and .95, respectively.

Prompts. as called for by the experimental treatMent, were

giv'n to T after the deacriptton of the problem setting and before

T enacted his responde.' Excnples of a Standard prompt and a

elassifiCatiot prompt follow:

igtaxmamt:- Viltetcloarneri appeai disinterested or confused,
stimulate Amore active, interested response rather than make no

effort to tte- learner's response.

Clissiktejoialzunt- This is a management problem that involves

a child's disregard Of instructions from a teacher due to a fatigue

reaction.
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The post test presented 20 new filmed problem sequences and

required T to respond to each problem and to identify the problem.

The post. test was sufficieutly different from the instructional

sequence that it constituted a test of transfer.

Various measures of learning rate, transfer, and effectivity

were obtained.

Summary of Results

To assess whether the experimental treatment groups differed

reliably on the post test measures from the control group which

did not receive training, Dunuett's procedure was used (cf, Miner,

1962, pp. 89-92). This comparison indicated that the training

procedure produced gain: in post test performance that could

not be attributed easily to chance. These findings indicate

that further analysis of the data on the various measures listed

below was appropriate and meaningful.

itLbix...s.L.Lestienstu. The groups that were given

the standards took about 102 less time to complete instruction

than those groups that were not given the standards (t .05).

A statistically significant standard z classification interaction

(a 4.05) revealed that instruction was faster when standards

were given without classifications than when standards were given

with classifications. Clearly, the worst situation in terms of

the number of sessions required for learning, use to eve no

prompts at all. The "no prompts" groups took about 20Z longer

than did the fastest group.
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Total Resatitions in Trataili. This measure represents

the eazimum number of repetitions or trials required by T to

meet criterion era the response or assessment measure. Bindings

indicate that the groups that were given standards required about

It* a--.- .A.2.11 A.4.ftmAA.s.01.&
.116VWV10 amprobsibayuc. uncut* wwwwu. baolowirm soy* yftmeammamoms,

(I a .001). The presenting of classification prompts did. not

materisily reduce the number of repetitions of the problem sequences

required in learning.

Atitquacy of First Response in Trainix. This measure represents

the adequacy of T's first enacted response to each of the 20

problem sequences in training. The results indicate that when

standards were given, Ts scored about 20% higher on thier first

response in training than when standards were not given (E< .001).

This finding Indicates that the standard prompts given were meaningful

and actually guided students to make appropriate responses when

presented isett:Aellywith the problem.

AdewsLof tint Assessment in Training. This measure represents

the adequacy of T's first assessment of each of the 20 problem

sequences In training. The results indicate that the presentation

of neither prompt significantly affected this measure.

Post Test:2E2E99e. This measure represents the adequacy

of .T's responses to each of the 20, novel problem sequences. A

statistically sigeificant standard x classification x level. Inter-

action was obtained (E" < .01) . Because of the complexity of
.

the design, in terms of the number of levels, the intetpretation

of this interaction is difficult. However, it was evident that

the three highest mean scores were obtained by the groups that
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were given standards, while the thret lowest mean scores Were

obtained by groups not receiving standards. In every case, the

high scoring groups represented the upper three (of the'six) levels

Post Test Assessment. This measure represents the adeqbacy

of T's assessmint of the probleis in 'each of the 20 novel sequences.

Results Indicate that neither of the prompts produced statistically

significant main effects or interaction effects.

Alfectivit2 This measure represented T's rating of the

'ntire simulation experience, as measured by a Thurtitone-type

attitude scale. No statistically significant differences were

fOUnd. RoWever, attitudes 'generally were favbrable.

Discussion

The results Indicate that giving standard prompts that guided Ts'

subsequent responses, made learning more efficient In terms of number

of sessions required for learning, number of trials required to

meet criterion, and adequacy of T's first response in training on

each problem, as compared with not giving the same prompts. Also,

the standard prompts apparently had some effect on the student's

ability to respond to novel problems in the transfer task. Eowever,

this effect was not consistent across treatment combinations, and
-

was limited to groups representing above-aradiansperformance on the

pretest. The presentation of classification prompts that helped Ts

identify the problems they should respond to in the stimulated problems

had no measurable effect on learnins or, transfer. Thus, the first

hypothesis was not supported,. mid the second hypothesis was only
. ,

partially suported.

MI I I II I III 111
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Two implications arise from this

that future classroom a

respond t

8

tudy. First, evidence indicates

ation techniques need not require students to

Annulated problems as though they had no principles of behavior

upon mhich to base their actions except that which they bring in with them

to the almniAt4Aft lAheratary,. Tha,findinea reveal that the presentation

of,standards of behavior had in positive effect on learning rate, and for

some students, transfer. These findings support, wevious research on

the ,efficacy of using meaningful vrompte during instruct too.

Although :thee evidence is far from conclusive, the possibility

Is ralsectthat for some students, ,transfer, performance may be reduced

with the presentation of too much information. The evidence failed to

support the superiority of one-type of prompt over the other.

Second, simulation training maypxpvide a powerful vehicle for

teachieg,principles of instruction or principles of classroom management

and control, because it provides common referents,for students. That is,

students:Aere provided with realistic experiences-that are examples of

situations in which the use of these principles result, in consequences

on the part of the simulated class that are4esirdae. _Students can

consider the principles in -light of experiences, and weigh the

consequences of their actions". shown througkaeleeted featiticksequences,

againet,,theirown-predictiqqa. .Theae lindings,confirn thsafpg VlOk (1966)

Amdipolattbeway to an ev)entunk ac/op#91,1,4114)fficiA14 methods ,of

teaching instructionarprintiges t is ;ava14,034tiMix84 current

teaching techniques. It Should be realized, however, that although the

post ttest b <as 4est tai! trallIster AsksgActs of pres,Miing prompts,

seventuallyysh9n1d,be:_aseet4e4,J,Yvi:411414:41814r,4004 int., actual

,.lassrotsit,,e4,u4tiont,

"°-

O
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U BELATED BMOCS

The Development of Classroom Simulation

, la Oregon, aimulation.ai an instructional medium In teacher
!AZ',

1111iRIVAMMIA u WW1 ui& liigiV1:5410i1FIBIMPITe OAAIIWAI 41.7174 I& bUb rig*

Bert Kersh, armed with NM Title VII, support, built .a abolition

facility and initiated the development of a-variety of simulated

classroom situations. ,These situations were simulated through the

medium of ,soundssotion pictures and printed materials.

The classroom tsimulatiou:technique under consideration attempts

to =sate for the student:teacher all of the relevant features of a

single classroom situation. Potentially, many Afferent classrooms

may be c:reeted, -but, presont/y the.tachnigue is limited to one 'gaup of

simth graders named, "Mrtl-Lad's -Sj.i.th Grade " Mr. Land is the hypothe-

tical supervising teacher with -fwhom the student teachers work during

their simulation training. A complete cumulative record file is ,avail-

able on each child, iscludini,stenclardised test data, achievement records,

health records, a summary of the 'teacher's anecdotal records, and a

snapshot . In addition, there .,printed descriptions 5of the hypothetical

school, !!Collage Grove lalestwary," out the community of "College-Grove."

The. student teacher may,belfoxther oriented to 'Mr. ,Land's Simth-Grade

thr4A1.0. the use of *OtiOrt Picture sequences the.,clise under

theAiraction of )1r loand. as might .appear 4uring an observation

6009104.

4technique of fitming, the youngster* in Mr. -Las. Sixth Grades

thel-amr°sr ';,,-Ot?1$.17.4ctiqs41itectiy..-t,o Vit,stgOntiMig.cheri

IN)y) f.40 .17,4.101%,4114. sactuswAiti,A-Askixotioi 44:.004.iftertat ;ovum, -y.,

eeme 44,44.10.14,441w.4404.-sroup,:of You:vows. Its
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60 problem sequences are divided into three sets of twenty sequences

each. Each of the three programs correspond to one school day and

are roughly parallel in terms of the types of problems included. Tha

selection of problems was based on the work of Hughes (1959). One

taus!
Vi

tha flues 4ft alommotterm ammiammantfa-

for the student teacher, and the remaining are classed as communication

problems (e.g., inattention, interjection of now inforvction by a

student). In each case, the student teacher is expected to react to

the film as if he ware in an actual classroom.

To further enhance the simulated practicum from the instructional

standpoint, feedback sequences areiavallable for each of the 60 problem

sequences. The feedback sequences show the student teacher how the

youngsters might react to his handling of each of the problematic

situations. Presently, there are at least two alternative feedback

sequences available for each of the 60 problem sequences. ay using

three remotely controlled projectors simultaneousl, the motion picture

projection of the children may be changed from th, problem sequence

to the feedback sequence instantly:

The proposed technique. is nokintanded to be rigid - in its approach.

As is true in the "real world," the learner does not learn precisely

how to react to each classroomsituation. Inatesd,,the objective is

to,develop &learning set towardiva specific class teaching,

problems -- ivway of operating; within certain behavioral boundaries..,,

The original theoretical. basis-for the --technique was based:- on

the: operant conditioning model. It was-, eaapmed- Oat that,behaVier, that

student: teachers exhibit- in,,,racticovteeehing,is controlled-40=g/

by,, external, stimuli .
Wthe, cleewriavatk:: to WI.* b0*-, it lwattlr.141-

thWthe classroom behavior of teachers is "shaped" by the different
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stimulus events that occur in the classroom and that these stimuli

act as reinforcer.. Hence, exposition of educational methods or

principles could be expected to help the student teacherglasbent

teaching, but only clamed= experience could train the beginning

teaser to teach. It was concluded that a technique which would

permit a superviiing teacher to control thu Stimulus events in the

classroom, vie simulated experience., could effectively shape the

behavior of the student teacher in training by reinforcing successive

approximations of the desired behavior.

Using this theoractical model, a single sixth grade classroom,

"Mr© Land's Sixth Grade," was simulated,. and a continuous program If

research ea different instructional variables has been undertaken. This

research has *stimulated further improvement in the instructional

materials,.

From this original theoretical basis, Kersh developed the concept

of feedback," i.e., feedback which is controlled by the

experimenter. Origivally, the feedback Vas to be manipulated as "rein-

forcing stimuli." However, as developed, the feedback may or may not

be reinfOrding. The student teacher is presented with short sequences

on film; showing the moat likely response of the *imitated class to the

teachers behavior,- The feedback,' although "controlled," nett is con-

stdered simply as information in the'ongoing instructional process.

Thus, Kersh shifted the basis for his-instructional simulationexPerience

to a "information -system ivproach," as,for'MUlated by Ryana (1963).

Sy lt. treats the teacher as cn information - processing system which

receives informatien, evaluates, makii-doiciSong;oinaoles'Amessigeslei

the sty-Unto, andtrarantitp;:tho-seilititeiOsitig4P*priite'aijimunication

thstititelos,
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Research on Classroom Simulation

In the past four pears, many instructional variables have been

researched, using "Mr. laand's Until Grade." For example, two projects

(Kersh, 1`"3b- "It"' courasruad th--selves with =all= =rubies:

(a) else of imase (small or large) in the orientation- pretest experience,

and training ;, .(b) ,mode of feedback (visual or verbal.).; (c) mode of

response,leRactek:or verbalimed), and (d) motion in image (moving or

still). Findings have suggested tiutt realism in simulation is not an

important variable in enhancing transfer, in compersion with factors

aut:h as instructor differences. The findings indicate that less realistic

(small) projections result in very small, _though statistically signi-

fivmt, differences in comparison with more realistic, life sins dis-

plays. Kersh concluded that tile studies support the use of small

projections throughout orientation and int4ruction,,thus making the

simulation technique adaptable in much less elaborate and less expensive

laboratory facilities. Other findings indicate no statistically signi-

ficant differeiatts in post test performance of students who enact

responses to problems on film and those who simply describe how they

would respond. These findings suggest that classroom simulation as an

instructional medium may, be adapted .n individualised or group-paced

instruction wherestudents use smalter-than-life-sise images and respond

by, describing roller than enacting what: they would. flp, These studies

have been described in greater, detail elsewhere (fl44* 1965; Farah,

1905). -.t

7100 (1964400) has 11409,etud* the effects of the 4q11WOOM

simulation ,fxpe4enge ,using Lanit's :Sitth Grade ," at Michigan

State UnivegV.ty. .Speciffiepy, he wasc.intereste01,#k testing the
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transfer value of simulation instruction in a real cieserroom setting.

Vicek's experimental group received approximately nine hours of

orientation, testing and training while hie control group received

orientation and testing only. Both of the groups were tested in a

simulation laboratory, and were rated by a procedure similar to that

used by Xersh. The experimental group performed better than did the

control group in enacting their responiss to post-test problems.

However, no statistically significant differences were found in the

two groups' ability to describe accurately the problem after viewing

the film sequence.

The follow -up of the student teachers occurred during the next

semester after the experimental or control experience. Using an

observation scale that detected the extent to which student teachers

applied the teaching principles taught in the simulated classroom

expo-m.ecne, Vicek found that both groups applied approximately equal

numbers of principles with effective results, but that the experimental

group used a greater number of principles with ineffective results.

Further, evidence recorded on a "confidence scale" and "attitude scale"

provided support for VIceles hypothesis that classroom simulation in-

creases students' confidence in ability to teach, and indicated that the

simulation everience was emeidered valuable.

Although simulation training had positive effects noted above,

;

evidence indicated that training did not insure that students. would

be more effective in directing the classroom behavior of their studonte.

Students who did not have siperience in the simulated classroom 4WD

ployed fewer "teaching principles" but also were judged to have

greater success in their limited efforts. Vicek interpreted

these findings to mean that the particular principles learned in
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simulation training are not effective in classroom management and

control. Yank (1965) points out Oat, although the "experts" who

establishad the standards may have been wrong, another interpretation

is that Vlcek's findings Indicate that teachers who try a greerar

.40 aggisrmis atC tamm.1411ft nanlianna 4n VitA MAmairmain miry
mawillowww,

fall in their attempts more frequently than teachers who experimcat

less frequently. The important thing.is that the study showed that

the experimental group learned to be nexible in their response.

In the. studies on alsasroom simulation mentioned above, the

student is rated on his ability to: (1) identify the problem, and

(2) respond to the problem. Because these are essentially two

different responses that are rated independently on the basis of

pre-establidhad criteria, it is possible that four types of behavior

may be exhibited by the student teacher (r):

(1) T identifies the problem and responds to the problem

correctly;

(2) T identifies the problem correctly, but responds to the
problem Incorrectly,

(3) Jr identifies the ,:oblem incorrectly, but responds to the
problem correday; end

(4) T identifies the problem and responds to the problem
Incorrectly.

To evaluate the types of behavior change produced by the class-

room simulation experience, the present investigator analysed-the

scores of 20 Ts who received mimulgtion training (motion picture

mode) is a recent experiment Clterdh, 1963b). Figure la shows the

number of leg responses to pretest and post test problem sequences

that fall into each of the four categories. ngure lb shows

the gain from pretest to post test for each category. It is

..doprAwmpiummoimminor
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interesting to note that correct identification of proiAcms

did not guarantee correct respousee to those problems. Students

often Mad it easy to recognize problem*, but rather difficult

to alleviate the problems. Just as interesting is the fact that

Ai. .1A
SOM8 outamellue COisau taws. auwuues" Wo105041=10 wwx-Lausyp unsay

still responded appropriately. Apparently, there exist some response

patterns that are appropriate for a number of specific problems.

It is clear that after simulation training, the frequency of

appropriate responses increased as well as the frequency of ;orrectly

identified problems. It is also evident that there was room for

improvement in Vs post test scores. Eightythree of the 400 problem

sequences, or 21 per cent, still were identified incorrectly, vane

67 of the 400 sequences, or 17 per cent still were responded to

inappropriately after training.

Response
Made

Correctly

Incorrectly

Problem Identified

Correctly Incorrectly

Pretest Post Test Pretest Po i Test

170 274 59

43 AS 76 24

. .

Figure la. Frequency of Responses for Each ef, Tour Types of irsavier
Shown by T on the Pretest and Poet Test.



Raspones
Made

Correctly

Incorrectly

Problem Identified

Correct' Ireorrectl

104 1 -52
i

0 -52

Figure lb. Gain Prue Pretest to Post Test for Each of the Four Types
of Bohavior Shown by T.

As was mentioned in Chapter 1, the simulati= technique *13 used

in the above mentioned studies requires a student teacher to respond

to each problem sequence without explicit guidance. The student is

not prompted by the experimenter with any principles or standards of

teaching, or specific hints on bow to behave, to guide his overt

Tesponding. In effect, a "learning by discovery" method is relied upon

in training.

Research =Prompting

Studies that have compared prompted techniques with unprompted,

"discovery "-type techniques have generally shown prompting to be of

value in Increasing learning or transfer. As far back as forty years

ago, it was shown that prompts which suggested the response term facili-

tated paired!-associate learning (Pan, 1926). Maier (1930) found that

providing prompts helped subjects to solve his double pendulum problem.

Irwin, at mi. (1934) found that learning was enhanced when a rule or

principle was Presented, and its application by the learner irt* practiced.
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Mary studies on prompting appear under the beading, "learning by

discovery." For the purposes of the present review, the more recent

studies oa learning by discovery will be examined.2

Craig (1956), using college studenta, required to experimental

groups to solve a series of verbal problem tasks. The "directed" group

was liven a short general statement of the rules invovled while the

"Independent" group was not given this it formation. fledge of results

was provided by means of a punehboard. Craig showed that the groom which

MS given the rules /earned and retained sore than the group which was

required to derive the rules. The remits felled to show a difference

on the test of transfer to new rasa. Craig concled&4 that lane malzi-mts

of external direction help to provide the learner with an adequate back-

ground set knowledge to direct his future disc very.

Kittell (1957) placed sixth grade students into three treatment

groups. The "minium" group received only the test Items and the Instate-

aims that there was en underlying principle for each item. The "inter

radiate" group was given the same list of test items, as weld as a verbal

statement of the principle involved The "lencitene'group received the

same stimuli as the other groups, but in addition, was given the correct

answers tic the test item a before the learners responded. All three groups

received knowledge of results through the use of punt boards. On the

leatning test, both the "intermediate" end "mertmen" groups scored

46'9404414y higher than the "minimise' group. On testa of retention,

transfer to new azemplen, and transfer to new principles, the "intermediate"

2 A comprehenatire review of lemming by discovery has been reported

by Mabel (1963p pp. 139475). Some recent studies have been mined
by tomb and Wm** (1962).

47'
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group was reliably higher than both the other groups. Kittell concluded

that presenting rules to learners enhances retention and transfer to

learned principles and provides the background which promotes discovery

of new principles.

Porgus and Schwartz (1957) taught college students a new alphabet

by three methods. The "observer" group received the new alphabet and

ite English equivalent, with instructions explaining the rule which was

the basis of the alphabet construction. The "participant" group was

given the same list, but were told only that therein Jan underlying

rale ;WA they were to derive in writing. The "aerzrisetion" group vas

given the same syabols as the above groups, but in a rearranged order

so subjects could not easily derive the rule. It was shown that the

groups which either were given the rule or required to derive the

rule were superior on tests of retention, transfer to new taxamples, and

transfer to new rules to the group which only had to memouise the alphabet.

lap hie differences were not found between the group that was given

the rule and the group that was required to derive the rude.

Bea rud and Meyers (1950 presented to college students 20 codes

problems designed to give the students two types of letroing experiences.

Ons half of the problems included rules which informed the sUbjecte bow

to encode cryptegrams. The other half of the probleem required the

subjects to derive the rules for themselves. The given and derived

problems were alternated. On tests of learning, the subjects scored

higher on the problems which included the rule than the probleni which

required the subjects to derive the rule. On a chaeljed test of transfer

to new examples, no reliable difference in peticitae on the two :types

pr .as me found. veer, the scores were dependably Increased
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for the problems which had no rule given, while the scores were dependably

decreased for the problems which had the rule given. The authors took

this finding as evidence that independently derived principles are more

transferable than those given. Wittrock (1963) points out that if

ftvmov4aa et "A4montrmr4no" wave saviaval4mad t^ valatAA (tams; thA experts.

mental desimowluive contaminated the results since all the subjects

were given equal practice on each of the two experimental treatments.

Wittrock (1963) taught college students to decipher transpositional

cryptograms by one of four treatments, The "rule and answer given"

wouT vas przsertted with mice as veil as answers to cryptograms, and

Imre required to copy the enevero, The "rule given, answer toot given"

group received 1xt were required to solve the cryptograms without

beaafit of having the anarsrs. The "rule not given, answer given"

grasp vac/ required to derive rules fun anevEred =amplest, Ithila the

"rale of given, answer not given" group vas revitt4 to derive the

rule without benefit of the &name, The treatment labia presented

rules eat 404WOV2 prodaced ate greates.z but the treatment

which presented ru1 and required the auttjecta ta apply the rule to

uaauswared examples produced the greaten t retontion aud tranafer to new

examples. These results %ere in close agrearaent with Craig (1456) are

Kitten (1957) and were later supported by Wittrock and Tlielksr (1964a;

1964b).

In a recent study reported by Tvelker (19442), fmcw4Arir oalica

students were taught one rule, which when correctly applied to appropriate

samples. made it possible for the subjects to decipher 41114 type of

transpositional cryptogram. Two variables were involveds (a) yuls, even

or not given, and (b) answer, given or not given. tt was shown that

giving rules enhanced transfer Coney examples, but that not giving enema=
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"standards" or rules of procedure, which apply to the problem. A list

of each type of problem represented in simulation training appears in

the sppandix.

The instructional standards are so stated as to make the behavioral

alternative clear. In other words, what is considered desirable behavior

is contracted with what would be conaidered undesirable. For example,

one standard covers classroom problems involving rules of pros dare

when T is net informed of the rules. The standard states that in pro-

blame involving rules ofprocedure z :acted defer to a person in

authority, rather thenrestablish his own rules. Mil is C-,atasidered

important since it is presumed that I is a student teacher on his first

day's assignment. Each problem classification represents a unique

ccabination of standards. For example all problems that involve

disorderly behavior are represented by the seventh and eighth standards.

A summary list of standards appear in the appendix.

While revising the original standards and instructional procedures

for purposes of the present research, it became evident that most pro-

bleu sequences involved more than one standard'. In cases where four or

five standards fight be considered relevant, only the two most important

standardei were chosen to rate T's responses. In a few cases, only one

standard was selected. In cases where two standards were involved, the

rating of 'three (3) was assigned, when Ts behavior was considered offec-
i

tine by both 'standards; 'a rating of two (2) was assigned when one of

the twfi, 'standards was net but not the other; and a rating of one (1)

was assigned when Ts behavior was considered ineffective ty both

standards. A zero (0) was assigned when T failed

the, problem. Variations in this rating procedure
. 1:4% ;A! :e""

problems involved only one standard.

to respond at all to

were employed when
ee7'

I

J
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"hypotheses," "prediction'," "expectancies," "sets6" or "strategies")

may be conceived of as mediators that act as deteradnants of overt responses.

As these megiiators axe developed, a learner is equipped with a mechanise

by which be sea test the relevance or irrelevance of various stimulus

cues. This conception of a mediational peocess is significant telee,se

it suggests that information that makes an overt response highly premble

may not be eepecially suited to developing a number of systemais hypotheses

or search models that may be used in an unprompted (transfer) situation

by the learner to find an appropriate answer.

In simulation training, students.are required to attend selectively

to cues in the simulated envirommeut NO that they cm make an appropriate,

overt reeve /lee that will solve the problem. A prompt, such as, "Leek

for the girl in the red dress who is sleepy," etight identify the problve

correctly fee the learner, but give him little opportunity aim developing

mnd% models to aid him in perceiving .simile cues, teed deciding upon

their relevance or irrelevance in other problems. reel the other baud, a

prompt sadh as ti "This .1.9 a problem that luvol es leattertiee2" might cum

the learner to test alternatively various hypotheses. It may systematically
. ,

look forfor group inattentive, as shove by general. restleesuese or Illmeineos.
.._.. . ,, .. . ,

If the grompeivpareeived,evittentivegebetteerothea teat, tit 0' tees

that an itaieidualele,liattentive, end looktfor 41444 behavisir* a

particular individual. Since the prompt does not tell the leaner bet
o ee

specific type of inattention is involved, OT how isauy are inetterttie, the
e .1 e

learner en gages iu the development of several strategies of obeerving a
4 '

class, all of which may be used et a later tins in as unpromptea situation.

It can be seen that this type of practice night be minimised by the pre-

santatton of a specific preept.

tn.
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From the reasoning above, the following hypothesis emerges:

Hypothesis I: Learners who, are given general information
that helps identify what type of problem is to be responded
to,.(cAsasification,proTpts),1411 take few trials to learn
how to recognise problems, and will assess problems more
adegpAtell on a transfer_test than learners who are not given
this information.

In the same'ianner, it may be reasoned that prompts that specify

preciself the correct solution to problems may be of value as eliciting

stimuli for the imediate. occasion, but that they may not be suited to the

learner's development, 012, his own, of various strategies in handling the

problem. Thua, a prompt such as, "Stimulate an active response" may be

of greater value in an unprompted, transfer situation than, "Have the

pupil work at the chalkboard." The formar prompt will. give the learner

opportunities for developing a =bar of alternative responses that might

include, among others, chalkboard work. Further, the general prompt

'eight at as a mediator that applies- to a wide variety of different

stimulus situations, rather then as a specific choice respanse that may

appiy tc only a small variety of problems.

The emend lrypothasis Involves the effect of the presentation of

inf.ormation_of.,a gen%cal nature about the appropriate weisponsest

helps-
Ti g lannore toga acre Oven information that

helps- the identification of appropriete responses (standard
mppts).2 Fill take $ewer learp how to reappd
appropriately, and will respond ore et to on a teat
o -Crarsfer. than /Wrog's.14V. ere gOP. ? ?n- _thy.: informe,tiono

In bzida evoellattnt4ion atteeptgd-r4 0414, h Via. w MY'

'V44.141. Pro(uPtifog Ott4galtit.with ingolf;m4441 x4vr ryo h to responds

end to Va,t:;:o,z5psierfl tiosAdurins iFtv F-weiento,p; arvocimppred

3.044#11-4;- ntP,g-'41.1Vcove. fP7;. 'he-s4fP111eif 'OLP IcagtvgAt .0444rde

/474314,r4 to, ve1401,,00.7 00149 Areepp4.

6CTactr4g4 tktz-i.,AWWITP-.0f044., of.

174141t, egf{4....0 ,044,-Psvr,0 totaisk14-

addituut
P4%. ' =Lt.-

A ;
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Ill PROCEnuaus Ate) iffATERIALS

The procedures described below were used for both the pilot study

and the experiment proper. The procedures are similar to those used

in recently conducted research, wherein student teachers are lustructed

individually in a specially designed laboratory facility. This facility

is diagrased in Figure 2.

Orientation

Student teachers were oriented to classroom simulation in four

phases. Firsts Ts tom told of the technique by the principal investi-

§StOC Chitin a regzaar clan session* Ms orisztationv which lasted

approxisr-aueli 0 witattata. 46vopred the Iii*teny anti dwelopmaat o the

teauka-s, the instractomt tht lor.sation of the lebtnatory, stew

phi nea fzeonntiga x Stu:iv:1;U wsre tad that etzforyona wad vecalve

A F4atinet41 traintis esparlenceb altilaqh the tram my- differ frcvi

atusimt to agent biacauss azt eariecirgetat was lulus caltiwtted,

Isvoliately miter thie talks, Ts ire *runt iA to Vat wigasisted

classzor" "Mr. tzant90 Sixth OtatleD' Ath elid4-taps prosentstion. Mae

PacOtiad Alas4 of oriatatitli AppterAwattly vatrAteso save

vac oppsztimity to tee tits simiate.4 -4114sa in attic% to loam th

UMW gllettii of tite chilireat tral Us= partinant iturks ab3ut Aacit

and. Tiebs starilgt awed tta wesentotiaa etwear dui the apptrAtix.

pimse *Tip-mutt.= is t'erztIthated ty e arL11 Bch tine vatgions Ts

igne a**4- 40 :rte tiOrgti preektuabi
A. s^

As 'a latiCabwit*gionttonszt '441tivAtr. ataants, "ors Non

masigtiva watazi Ealkiers9 *bleb flonVituit, pie*, of itads 01144

itetteveout sad 'Math cogs#ansegatxt evetwyries o2 tsztebove costwatta

4 demigte*ti& adati1

lummted t MAIO thew atte4itts gn Tommuttou for tvaloftgo

' A
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The final phase of orientation consisted of an esperience in the

laboratory facility during the first day of training, at which time T

observed Mr. Land interacting with the children (on film) and during

which awe T was asked to "introduce" himself to the children. T was

wmmilm. ww.6.1.0A to sgtAm0 Vka allt4lAsum ano, 4 vo,4Ast pertinent! fait About oath

child before training

Ptetest

Prior to the Met day of instruction, Ts ttatordt even a group teat

using one set of twenty probleta episodes that vete up a situlated day.

Ts used specially prepared response sheets to record their antrJers.

They were asked to record Mutt' th.,Er response to each- problem would be,

h a ruse would given, where the response:would be given

from is the elassroon,- and when the response tiould be given. The timing

of their response to each problem was Indiceited by a record of elapsed

time recorded by inch-T.' A. timing device was employed which projected

numbera on a corniir- of the screen at two second Intervals while each

pieblea acquende vas' being projected, The test Was a timed test, and

Ts Were allowed one and one -quarter Minutes to record thoir responses.

Ispiprosimately one hour' was i gi iti d to 'complete the pretest.

'Rift. Rating Criteria Were' develope:d initially by a

jury` of issiteetiatabein, in conatition- with the first research and

delieiopiient dfiticribitil4lieghete (Kortihi;. 19630. The oentrial

set or:rating Criteti.ii- and ccerimpanyint inetrattictial prOcedUret luviis

teViiiiid Beet atidtlits lirinsip ittveistigatorel

The' iiiifited4 eititia, t4giitinik titisttiAt." ihttprOcedures,

Utib' otedivoi,4flidtiptietliietudew aging

each *Ad 'th initeutitional
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"standards" or rules of procedure, which apply to the problem. A list

of each type of problem represented in simulation trainlng appears Sr

the appendix.

The instructional standards are so stated as to make the behavioral

alternative clear. In other words, what is considered desirable behavior

is contraoted with what would be considered undesirable. For example,

one standard covers classroom problems involving rules of procedure

when T is not informed of the rules. The standard states that in pro-

blems involving rules of procedure, T .f.:1:41/4 defer to a person in

authority, rather thatirestablish his awn rules. This is ciaAsidered

itaportant since it is presumed that I is a student teacher on his first

day's assignment. Each problem classification represents a unique

combination of standards. For example, all problems that involve

disorderly behavior are represented by the seventh and eighth standards.

A summary list of standards appear in the appendix.

While revising the original standards and instractional procedure.*

for purposes of the present research, it became evident that most pro-

blem sequences involved more 'than one standard. In cases where four or

five standards fight be considered relevant, only the two most important

standardei were chosen to rate Vs- respons*s. In a few cases, only one

standard was selected* In cases where twiso standards were involved, the

rating of three (3) vas assigned, when 'Ts behavior was considered effsc-
,7A

tine totti 'standards; 'a rating of two (2) was assigned when one of

the tsrfi 'standards was met but not the other; and a rating of one (1)

was assigned when Ts behavior was considered ineffective bit both
. 2 <

standards. A zero (0) was assigned when T failed to respond at ell to

the problem. Variations in this rating procedure were employed when

problems involved only one standard.
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The scripts also container's information relevant to Ts assessment

of each problem. Ts assessment was rated by noting his description of

the stimulus situation and tallying the umber of items of information

which corresponded to each of those listed for each problem episode.

The selection of relevant items of information was made using the

standards for each problem as criteria. In addition to these items,

same problems involved information Which was included in the cumulative

files or which was transmitted previously in the particular (simulated)

day. This information was considered important, without which o par-

ticular pupil's behavior may have been misinterpeeted. A composite

reeing for each T was made by miming the meerical ratings assigned

T.

Instruction

At the termination of the orientation sequences T was told that

the next phase of simulation training involved the showing of twenty

problems. The verbal instructions appear below.

"Wow, we are going, through twenty problems, one at a time
Firsts I will describe the setting for each problem. I will
indicate what the children are doing, and tell you where ru
are in the room. If I say that you are standing WM the right
aide of the room, stand near the right side of the screen. I
will then start the motion picture sequence which shows the
problem as it develops. You are to hook, at the screen until you
think of something that should be done-about the situation.
Enact your response at your first lipase. I will stop the
picture on a cram -you just go rightAted *sad act out your
response. If yoU feel that you should get closer to the
situation, take a-4ttep or two in the diteiction you would teove.
Do you have any questions?"

Each problem sequence was repeated until Ts pertdoreance reached

criterion for the most effective response and molt adequate problem

assesseant. Numerical ratings were assigned for each T accordlog to

the rating procedure outlined above. The instructional procedure is

shown by flowchart in Pisan 3.

Y eseemoISPRISIPIPler!asinago
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.c. ,hOCA$

Prompts wart presented /Anil ediately before the problem episode

sma shown on the screen. Ts that ware given standard prompts

received the relevant stendard(s) for a given problem episode. Ts

that were given classification prompts were presented with a narrative

statement of the classification. files of a statedard prompt end a

classification prompt fol w:

jimOtaimgat - Men learners appear diminter steel or confused,
stimulate a more active, interested response rather than make no
effort to change the learnerls response.

gl:Lsja,tkmAggint .7 This is a managenema problem that in
valves a child's disregard for instructions from a teacher due
to a fatigue rezetion.

The following verbal instructions were givens accordingly to the

experimental treatment,

I 4 Stan d van: assi L cat elven:ea

To help you in this simulation experience) I will sive yea
certain information which will be of value in identify
the problem you will see, and responding to it This infor-
mation is not meant to tell you tzctly what to do or what
to look for, but it is simply furnished ez gui-deli nes fitv
your behavior. Listen carefully when I give this lestometien
to you You will find it of value. Are you eeatly to beptr

Treatment 2: Standard not Ivan: classificatice:
"To help you in this simulation experience, I teni give rag
certain information which will be of value in id ti y
problems that you will see. This information is *et want
to tell you exactly what to look for, but it is einply
furnished as guidelines for your behavior Liaten eeteialty
when I give the information to you You All final it of
value. Are you ready?"

3 8t lord :ven elassinstam,,v,Lekvezi.
"To help you in this simOlation peeigemt, t OM vine
certain information which will be of 7-4tue i veaptistin try
the preble6 y,ou tat. '11116 infaleatten notNeftimt to
ten you exactly what to do, but it is ele4ay futee,ehtei as
guidelines for your bOavior, Listen eereftelly %/ban I give
you the info Lion. You gill findsit of wanes Are you
ready` "
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TamattA...atesrti vp.tadlisLaasolfication

go rid itatreactifAi 'ware given to T, L simply ask4d,'"Are 'nu

mid, up tvgin?"

Mtn the appropriate prompts were given the problem spin&

wt's efitios thc.) seen, When T be to elm his response, g stop

the prolettor, cs,da a single frame. B then cored Ts response with

the v,Miatirele, wag presented the appropriate feedback (either filmed

iMrbal). T vim then Sala to describe the'problem situation to E.

qtr ar' tmeatiAts were aitM-s-, such as ."What happened in this

situati_ergir 1:*Szt things 'contremeted to tht protaezi!", Iss'contrast

to "titasiyig" questions stach as..-? "Did y7 gee nyteldng a p fors

1,and slavinco.4 the fight?" E -vac petrattted to 4:nk, "no yciu MerabST

an!fikaing else that 'might have something ti) do, wit b the -poOkamel'''

lasossiment was ceiniPared with 012 critnia as outlined a1,,4er St vizlike

lastions (see instituctional pltieeduves in appendix).

T did not take an accePtablq, enacted response toe problem,

alternative responses tare encourned, Information which might have

suggegated alterative tesponses directly 'ass not Given until It was

oleo, that T hee, no other alternative to suggest, or kagan zvcatlpg

responses, T was encouraged with such state me Voutyou thp*,,

c another way to handle this eituatiez?" or "Nov thst Accm, ,

the problem and thought about it cao you think of a b4ttsr way to

hand le it ?" 34. T glade c .correct zespwr, and assea,sed the vob/#*
, .1,,

situation correutly, he was tainfccead in an intarect vaungr,
.-4 j"

ttone were avoided unless T ere diet questiona A bout the

episode.
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'4".1 sequence were prepared so that g

could refer to them quickly and accurately during Instruction or

testing. /u order to radius the possibility of giving prompts other

than those appropriate for a given esperimeutml treatment, mete of

scripts were used that obeyed only the relevant prompts to be pre-

sented for each treatment.

The scripts contain a description of the situation, typed

exactly as it was to be communicated to T. Next, a description of

the problem scene was typed as a reminder for Ed The nroblem scene

vim not communicated to T before being projected. As part of the

problem description, a "bald cue" was indicated urich specified

where the Maus to be stopped in 4e event that T did not respond

while the problem episode vas being projected. files of tho

detailA lostructionel proceduras for each problem episode are included

In the appendix. A instrumional procedures are mitten, for use with

a speolally designed contra wistem,

Post Test

O week afttre t tomination of tastraction, an individuel post

teat wa in In the simulation facility. The pet test eat red

Primatytwfilued problem eft-menus and required T to respe4d to each

pcobigm arA to idelAtify th:v problem. The post wont we sufficiently

4ifforrat frm tTa luatructiom% pmueate that it constituted a teat

of trawlers Ws po&t teat tvik etvproximately ins hout to administer.

Reliabtlit? be en the feur instvoctorS for tbg rating of tim

wponesso a asseesaent of the voblate, gns 'shown to be .97

eriS JP respectively, c., tea aneortlins to a poesdae outlined by

visor 0.262, 124-024

,4 :01Ag,...At* tionroaal*A"
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The preliminary work consisted of a pilot study which tested the

feasibility of using forty problems during instruction, as well as testing

the suitability of the prompts.

szwiminpla

Smrimtn...,tal_mDesi. A 2 z 2 factorial design was used to study

two variables: (a) Standard: given or not given, (b) Classiiication:

given or not given. The four experimental groups based on these two

variables wore:

1. Standard given; classification given ($eg)

2. Standards not exam. classification given (Su%)

3. Standard given; classification not given (Sens)

4. Standard not given; classification not given Nene)

A control group was given the pre- and post torn without simulation

training to assess extraneous sources of influme ticst may have_ =owl

changes during simulation training, i.e. ongoing oturee Instmetiono

iMitstk. The subjects were undergraduate students anrollod in

the School of Education at the University of °roam. 71.here were Omar.

eight subjects who originally participatqd, in the exparkkezt. Of those,

twelvcfalled to finish the instructional ph of tro4 usit. or t.41.4

att post test. Data from the remaining sixteen students stye malysod.

Participation in the acitparisent.was, mandatory_ for all stutSantaft. Jubjects

4,10glaed: each of gls.,experimentakAonditioni

flosagka zoo 24: gCrIPMFP-, PAY9IT4.,VII `tt

CAVAAPOV,,Igg' v4,047,f2r f9rt7 iroba 11410 iin,47:4111,I#Piti Val=

th hao beer., Ole, ease 4,4 prixtrAgo rp))k ,014:04Impti,

them pr aXatu epi es lotto aovel 4 c4 Age theAgst twenty were

do ems problem as those ulna for the pretest.

I .?lc* ' ....:irY,f4 ^ I.; 7:4 :
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24

atiffietity fts_ orperiesced bccause of the Ions training

proves, The instructional phase of training took so long that

post tests were given durina or ewe the final exmluatico perio4

of the tern, It was iipossible to sear tha.poot teat to of

the control group Tea and to many of the exparlimmtima pomp Ts, As

armalt0 data from only sixteca subjects were obtalnad, Because of

these administrative problems, it vas decided to run Oa asps:lout

proper using only twenty problem sequences,

To **seas the mia and Interactional offsets of the two indapeocitat

variables. a 2 2 2 faCtorial experiment was use (cf,0 Maar, /9624

pp. 241-247), Trsatmeat group means for ich dependent vartsble are

shown isa Table 10

hisgsagiLljuskiamtkatekaa, Thin measure raprosaato

the adeqzway of T's first enacted response to each of the 20 problem

***vanes in training., As shown by Table 2, the groups that were

emem inftWation relevant to mating 'an overt misuse performed

more afiequatc4 on the nut trial for subproblem episode than poops

that did tot rtaeive this information MP 90310 it 1-005), Further*

groups that were given information relevant- to the elassUleation of

the probLes episodes also 6cored higher Om did the/graupo that were

not even this information (F 50234 11, #4005),

IslaileatataLLIVsadeati On another %audit% of Iowans

rates the total mein repeti4olia of oath pr hl atolsoderaquired

during tearning i the siand*rd,atielf4s.miloo Xbrod` cd;:!statietically

signifloant difference CO a 35,54* 14,00i As shown by Tale

the groups that Imre gtven standard prompts took lesa'repetitions to

learn than did groups 'stows= not given those prompts,
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Post Test. Examination of Table..3-shows that no statistically

differences were obtained lip 4 .05) on the post test

response and a4.1irsesement score. The genes above& taker as a

viv40.; frlY Parti"Ay supported Hypotheses 3, and 2. The prompts did

,reduce the amount of r"petiti,,,ong..requl.red for learning, as well as

focrase the adequacy of Vs first response to each problem episode.

How ,pmrit, the results failed to. indicate, any. -statistical4 significant

dgferances on the tutr te&t. With the extram4y atoll,pme the

414t steostteolx sgUic 4ffpr?nces were obtained at 41

was getvirie,34KS aPikv4)9C4FatifAngt

sunsarys the evidence, was, taken to indicate that the prompts

wer mps241sgpal to he.stugentsi,s4ce. the information did produce

chasVas IA. XI/Arlin,. A most Igipo,F;ant, finding of the ,pilot study was

that the training period was too _long and resulted in administrative

diffigultiotlIehich cotaldnot be overcome under the present conditions

of the eaperiment.

,", `i

; ( ;
, -

telft} 11 "6,f

'Ae

'V:11

t'$;; t' .1. ::.!./.41:`444**/. "C '4".. '?"
"

C." t;` , r, tq'c,7;
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V THE EXPERIMENT

The materials tested in the pilot study were used to investigate

the effects of the two independent variables, standard prompts and

classification prompts. The main and interactional effects of these two

promts on learning and transfer were measured.

Method

ftttrizeaat,jadan. A two-factor design with matched groups (AxBxL

design, Lindquist, 1953) was used to study the two types of prompts. The

group pretest was used as the control variabte. Subjects were blocked into

six levels, and randomly assigned to the various ,A-B combinations within

each level. The four treatment groups were:

(1) Standard given; classification given (SCg)

(2) Standard not given; Classification given (Sus%)

(3) Standard given; classification not given (Sews)

(4) Standard not given;classification not given (SngCng)

A control group NUS given the pre- and post teat with simulation

training to assess extraneous sources of influence that may have caused

changes during simulation training, i.e., ongoing course of instruction.

hajloa. Eighty-nine junior -level college students were given simu-

lation training with existing materials developed by Kush (1963b) . Subjects

were drawn from two schools: the University of Oregon, and the Oregon

College of Education. Subjects' scores on the pretest ranged from 18 to 49.

A sunaary of the pretest data appeara in Table 4.

Materials and Procedures. The procedure followed was similar to that

used in the pilot study, and was described in Chapter 111. Twenty prjblems

were weed in'training.



Table '4a

Treatment Group Means for the Pretest' spouse Score

M161,8.pd.,

Given

Not Given

Combined

PAXeln.

M.44

39.22

38.83

AnINIUSD.V..1..1dUMOre...700:141

39

-111161.10lownrWw.,...ned,tvr.i.e/X0,-MalwrmsomosomiliNINOMINIM

dntizetILwariallioraturicoM

111 jaen
MMOVIIAMMWIMMICIN11.
Combined

38094 38.69

39.0838.9

Tabl

Means for Each lieret for the Pretest Response 8cors

Mimed ever. all Experimental Grouper).

110111011.110MADNIPPOSIMMEMPONIMIIIIMIIIIIINIMISCIMINCAINIONINIPOOL.010"lemswcimuslim-. "100""sonoms411,"01,18101.'

1

Z

S

4

5

SIONSIONO11-

r.

T1 Y

fi

7

.. or*,

Mean

29958

170.67

40.58

-114540

*4581,

...rdirairairmumeirreis.

t 4414iiiva jelii;444603 O



Results 40

Each treatment ggotip -contained 18 subjecte, Ails the control group

contained 17 subjects. In one of the ftperimental treatments, a subSect

dropped school party throu0 the experiment. Data alining oa thla

subject were r-apla,ited vith treatment group means.

To mews whetter the experimental treatment groups differai coign iw

ficantly on the performance measures from the control etc%) vbich did aot

receive training, Dunnett's procedure was used (cf., Winer, 1962, pp. 89-

92) . In this manner, the effectiveness a simmlation training was compared

with cue performance.

Dumtett's procedure is emvpriate regardless of the over-all F ratio

between groups. The harmonic mean was used in place of n to mite allowance

for the unequal sample wise of the control group., in ccapxison with the

experimental group. The .05 level test (twn-taiiod) ear made.= all cc
parisone. 7ab1e 5 summarises the findings far the tvo post test measure,.

Ca the post test response score, the three gTempO that were given

prompta stmed ifigeatlyhigher than the control rcip (2,4 AO. The

stoup that; was not givisa prompts failed to score significantly better on

thio measure. rlwever, this same group that did not receive prompts was

the,otly group that scored significantly. better than the control on the

post test assessment score.

This analySis suggests that simulation training did produce scores

above that shown by chance performance. It is also clear that the prompts

had a differential effect on post test performance, depending on what

probate were given, and what criterion, was being used.-

Exaninatiom of Tables 6 kad 7 shove

that the standard variable produced a eignificeut effect on the mumbar of

training sessions requ'ired (Ea:, 6.26, A4.05). the gxoups that mars given

474*4;110, ;,1*At". Azi.st`
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Table 6

Trattras4 Croup Means for the Number of Sessions in, Trainin

amentsw.

MI I

=10111111.011.0111.11111.011MINEMININOMIMOIIIIIIIPINIM

MP. I

Gdvea

Given '3 .00 2.72 '

Nit 'Given 3.00 -3.39

Cdmbined 3.00 3.06

42

- A

zst

3.19=

Table 7

Summary of the Analysis of Variance for

the Burster of Seasiov.a in Training

Ems.
Standard (S)

Classification (C)

Level (L)

S R C

S X L

C A L

SICIL
Errol

* pz4z. .05' r.

'7"

2.00

1 .06

.56

1 2.00

5 act

5

037

7

-6.20

1.74

6.20

490
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the standard took about 10% less time to complete ins

groups that were not given the standard. A statist

standard x eiassification interaction (Er= 6.Z6,

ruction that those

Ically sivilicaut

2. 05) revealed that

instruction wee faster when standards were given without asesiflostions

f.theris a*newlmr4s2WMVA event with elumnifIcations (sea nen= 4).

Clearly, the worst situatton in terms of the umber o2 maims required

for learning, was to present no prompt

about 20Z longer than aid the faster

This evidence only partially

prompts reduced the time requir

classification interaction se

be detrimental, in terms of

s at ell. rig S ng-e group tool

grotP

supports the two hypotheses. standard

ed for learning. However, the standard x

ems to indicate that too much information may

learning speed,

Rej,...r...1.11sainainsi This measure represents the numberAempggpe etitions

of repetitions or tri s required by T to meet the response criterion on

each of the 20 training problems. Examination of Tables 8 and 9 shows that

giving staadards

with not givin

reduced the number of repetitions required in comparison

standards Cr is 32027, iL .001). The groups that were

given wtslulards required about 16% less repetitions to meat response

criterion

stated

to to

than did the groups that were not given standards. Hypothesis 2

that Iceman; *to are given standard prompts will take fewer trials

ersn. Ms hypothesis uas supported* This finding suggests that for

cyst learning, subjects should be prompted with information that helps

l'an Sdentify appropriate responses.

Ams.smjttjratfjLirtaj,aIrainina This measure represents the number

of repetttious required for T to net the sesesent c rion on each of

the 20 tratatag vmoblems. Tables 10 and /1 shmthe rseults of this

nal:pis. enAlysie of a of .tie significant classification x

.aft;
;*;',1

j.

Fh
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Clat3sification
/a Not Given

Classification
Given

Giver. Not Given

4
'2' 5:e 41,, ' ,"

2%; Ivigiles of Means Shatitag- the Stanigra Glimolfacettga temittoa
The Dependent- Variable is the Iii,iii**-011014204mte- "tviginiust.
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Tveatistent G
cantramoraton

Atmasti

Given

Not Gigran

Colabire4

4544

Table 8

Meatte for tbk amber of Reepoosa Repetitions in Vainiag
v$1.- Wt1M4 t

ra. K, , " ' t- - ern 1.0 .1, . .1-, 4. -"CAf

P.Asi
.t .4.-...e4,4,....p.4.7.-,-14,:4: I

37,67

33089
.//

SILSIVM
z-litv

32.11

31,$9*" ;

35.00

xasasSearomemisk4laamor

.1.4 " -,,, A - ,

Tabl:

Atiliary o ilta -Atitilyets lhitianee'20):

tittliteebir lospotitielspetitiana Tufting

-.'t MS ILP

800.00 32.27***

22.22 .90

39.19 1.58

14.22 .37

264,03 1.05

3 ,C X

vAlgtet

5.59 . 23
9.86 !..": 440

24.79
I

'A

1 .
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Table 143

it
et Of iiSseSameut lepetitions

40'

$ J."

in Tra.l.fe

etesemtenottesterkillitaigiii ilMtitiitgasieewieurceommeensisairreatztasetwe

standard_ Kva

Given' 21.72

Not laves 21.78

Combined 21.75

t

"t

Ii2Lgittnik

gz

leflelletseleeefeeserm

; r

22039_ .

-

Table 11-

Smeary of the Amtlysis of Variance for
;

the Number of Assessment Rep4titi_ous .14.Trolging
? ,

._

StantWit (S)-

Classificatith

9

x

C X ir
S tit liko 1.;,e
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AftEILALAWARMTIMARACILOM0 This measure represents the

edegascy of T's fin = s enacted response to each of the 20 problem sequences

in training. The eaaminntion of Tables 14 and 15 indicate that when

standards were given, Tescored about 20Z higher on their first response

in training than then standards were not.given (j o 280820 j 4 .001) .

This finding indicates that the standard prompts given sere meaningful

and actually guided students to make appropriate responses when presented

initially with the problem, This ',dance is in support of Hypothesis 2.

At.WL22,LasUtsatfissessilan. This measure represents the

adequacy of T's first assessment of each of the 20 problem episodes in

training, The results indicate that neither prompt significantly affected

this measure (see Table 16 and 17).

Poet Test s ones. This measure represents the adlequacy of T's

responses te-eadh of.the novel problem epic des. Exa mination of Tables

18 and 19 reveals statistically significant standard x classification

x level interaction C 3045, 2,< .01). Because of the complexity

of the design, in terms of the number of levels, the interpretation

of this interaction is difficult (see Figure 6). fo aid interpretation,

the first-order interaction effects for treatment combinations at

each level were assessed by t-tests (es Lindquist, 1953, p. 22).

The standard x Classification interaction for the lowest pretest

level (means 29.6) was not statistically significant (a> .05).

Futher none of the groups produced what could be termed "good" performance,

For the second pretest level (mean 35.0* the results avowed ,a significant

first-order interaction (1, 2.33, It z 005). The best.performance

was shown by the.group that Was gives classification prompts, but

not giveu standard prompts. The worst performance was spa by the
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group tnat did not receive prompts at elL For the third level (mem

37.7), no stoiacant first-order Interaction vas obtained. However,

the fourth level (mean mg 40.6) produced e, significant interaction

(at 2.51, .05), The group that received both prompts was the

only high sco-tag treatment combination. The fifth level (mean

43.0) also showed a significant interaction r .05),

and revealed that groups receiving only one of the two prompts scored

higher than groups receiving either both or neither of the prompts.

The sixth level Wan *46.6) shewed.no significant interaction (p> .05).

In summary,,it seems that the two lower scoring groups, in term

of pretest performance, benefited most from. the presentation of classil-

fication prompts without the standard prompts. Among he students

scoring acmcehet above the men performance on the pretest, the significant

first order interactions suggested that only the presentation of

both prompts was effective in enhancing transfer performance. On

the other hand, in the next higher level (level 5), it VAS shown

that presenting both prompts, or no prompts at ell, was lees effective

then presenting only one of the two.

Looking at the data in a different way, it was evident that

the three highest mean scores were obtained by groups that were given

standards, while the three lowest mean scores were attained by groups

not receiving standards. In every case, the high scoring groups

represented the upper three (of the six) levels.

.Although the evidence is far from conclusive, the possibility

is raised that for some students, transfer performance may be reduced

with the presentation of too much information. The evidence failed to

support the superiority of one type of prompt over the other.
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talakflAfigfigfato ,,WelmegfereMte4e040,:edecieagyofT's

Iseieeiliat of the Probleta in *sat of the 2C n0441 set:mites. Uttingt1411

of Tables 20 and 21 reveal no stikastically sigeiiicent treathent-effectio.

The levels factor did produce Significant difference's at IN 3.59, 2, .05).

moans for the assessment score, sussed over all experimental groups, 'for

levels 1 through 6, respectively, are: 30.58, 31.67, 26.83, 27,42, 30,50,.

sad 27,33. The Newmanr-Keuls Orocedure was used to make comparison berm=

the means (cf, Winer, 1962, pp, 238-239) . From the outcome of the tests,

it was concluded that level 2 differed from levels 3, 4, and 6, and that

level 1 differed from level 3. With the exception of the sixth level,

there.appears to be a general trend for the middle obility level groups

to perform poorer than either the high or low levels. This evidence would

point up the inportano of examining the factor of ability level in

experimentation on laboratory einulation.

Alligglux, This measure represented T'd 'rating of the entire

shmUlation experience, as measured by a Thurstonetype attitude scale.

Examination of Tables 22 and 23 reveal no statistically significant

differences. The evidence, does reveal that students had a generally

favorable attitude toward simulation. Statemente on the attitude scale

that ware representative of the students' reactions were "Classroom Simu-

lation does not waste my time." "Classroom Simulation hes the reputation

of being valuable." "Classroom Simulation is concerned with practical,

down-to-earth uetteree"
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VI t3 CUg5101T

The results indicate that giving prompts that guided students' subsequent

**Spouse, made learning me efficient in terms of the number of easy .as,

Vequired for 'evening, the number of trials required to meet criterion,

amo adoqualoy of Irli fleet re-epees; traitt". *2 earth pwohitaft; AM eamiliarad

with not giving the same prompts. Also, the standard prompts apparently had

some effect on the students' ability to respond to novel problems in a

transfer teak. Bowater, this effect was not consistent across treatment

combinations, and was limited to groups representing aboveftmedien performance

oa the preeest.

The presentation of prompts that helped students identify what stimolas

features they should respond to in the simulated probleus had little

measurable effect on learning or transfer. Evidence did indicate that

instruetion was faster when standards were given without,clessification

prompts. On the other hand, data from the poet test response criterion

nay be interpreted to indicate that for the iettially lov-scoring

groups, the presentation of classification proepts-without the standard

prompts was more beneficial than the presentation of both prompts. This

evidente suggests that for some students, learning and transfer may is

reduced eith the presentation of too much information. *The extent to

which performance is reduced seems todeeend on both the ability level

of the student, and the type of inforMatiou 'presented. Previous studies

have shown that preeenting prompts that enhance learning may retard transfer

(et9 Welker, 1964b).

It 13 clear that simulation training may provide a powerful vehicle

for teething principle' of instruction or principles of assemble =nag*, 4t

and control. This is evidenced by the large increments io.perfoemance on
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the various learning measures. One cannot argue ttat the standard prompts

were not meaningful to a large sajoriti of students in light of these data.

However, the lack of evidence that rasa clearcut superiority on the post

test from the presentation of standard ?rompts might indicate that the

were .*At afttfrial? anpropriati far eniameing transfer'w

performance* That is, they may net have been suited to the leareer's

development, on his own, of various strategies in handling problems similar

to those taught.

It could be reasoned that exposure to standards immediately before

the presentation of the problem may not be an intructionsl technique

powerful enough to affect transfer performance. Perhaps, standards should

be taught by means of a technique that makes the Instructional principle

wore meaningful in terms of how and whom it should ba applied. One or tuo

examples of situations in which It would be appropriate to employ the

standawd night be presented, possibly by fils, before the studeAt is required

to.use the standard, and respond in an appropriate manner with behavior that

reflects the standard,

Simulation would be an ideal way of conducting such training, as it

provides tom= referents for students* That is, students are provided

with realistic experiences* that are example* of situations in which the use

of cartel rinciplee result in consequences on the part 01 the simulated

class that are desirable. Students can consider the principles in light of

these experiences and weigh the consequences of their action, ehown through

selected feedback sequence:5, against their own predictions. Thus, simulation

training provides a powerful vehicle for teaching principlee of instruction

or principles of alaseroComnannealkit and meta. Observational data trma
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Vicelea study show that laboratory simulation is indeed a way of teac hing

principles that subsequently are employed in practice teaching soon after

completion of the simulation training (Yleek, 1965).

Evidence also indicates that future classroom simulation techniques

need not require students to respond to simulated problems as though they

had no priaciples of behavior upon which to base their actions except that

which they bring in with them to the simulation laboratory. The fiadings

reveal that the presentation of standards of behavior had a positive effect

on learning rate, and for some students, transfer. These findings support

previous research 4U the efficacy of Wising meaningful prompts during instruc-

tion.

The results have bearing on a current curriculum development effort

at Teaching Research Division, which will produce "low -coat" classroom

simulation materials for use either with individuals in a self-instructional

manner, or with groups. To the extent that these findings are generalizable,

they suggest that information pertaining to the educational principles, or

"norms," to be taught, may be communicate4 directly to the student, rather

than thiscovereds through a time-consuming process of deduction.

An interesting finding of this present effort was the tailure of

prompting. to increase student's performance on the post teat above that

gained by students in trevious projects. The highest scoring group on the

post test response score performed only 15 per cent higher than the control

paw which received no training. This increment, in view of a theoretical

39 per cent possibility for improvement, is small indeed.

Many questions remain to be answered. The evidence is not at all

clear-cut concerning the specificity of prompts. It is possible that those

presented were too specific, but this judgtont awaits further imvestlgation
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that establishes whether or not ths prompts can be more usaningfully

presented to students so as to increase transfer. Further, it is not

tmle what effect the sequenca.of presenting thr;A problems bad on transfer.

Different types of problems sate present in a sore or letis random fashion,

41 V 1- 1IP t 42 ptegenting *Romeo dun pertain to d particular problem

classification all at one It is possible that this resulted in a

failure for sons or all of the standards', to be establishoct as effective

mediators, Also, it tamales to be seen howr prompting interacts with the

instructional nethod (group or,self-instructionalL andlthii-lingth of the

training period, in terms of the number of-stmulated problems sbowne Further

research is needed to uncover the impart ce of these and other variables,

011
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